Lot 001
青釉小盏
A small celadon dish, with rounded sides rising from
the small tapered foot, covered overall with a glaze of
soft blue-green tone except for the edge of the foot
rim and the recessed base, diameter 7.8 cm, height 5
cm
$300-$500

Lot 002
青瓷中碗
A celadon bowl, of rounded sides rising from a short
foot terminating to a hexalobed mouth rim, overall
covered in bluish green glaze suffused with transparent
crackles, the unglazed base reveals the buff body,
diameter 15.5 cm
$300-$500

Lot 003
青瓷刻花花口小碟
A celadon dish, of six-lobed sides rising from a
short foot, incised with a medallion of floral spray to
the interior, overall covered in grayish green glaze
suffusion with white crackles, the recessed base
revealsthe buff body, diameter 14 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 004
暗刻青白釉碗
A green glazed bowl, of rounded sides supported on
a short circular foot, incised to the exterior with floral
sprays, overall covered in soft green glaze except the
mouth rim , diameter 15.5 cm
$300-$500

Lot 005
青瓷花瓣纹小碟
A celadon dish, the sides moulded with fluted petals
extending to a circular mouth rim, all supported on
a short foot, covered in a light green glaze suffused
with transparent crackles, the bare base reveals the
brownbody, diameter 11.5 cm
$300-$500

Lot 006
青瓷双耳罐
A Ge glazed tea jar, of ovoid body with a tapered
mouth rim, supported on a short foot, overall covered
in a celadon glaze suffused with a matrix of dark brown
crackles, height 11 cm, diameter 9 cm
$800-$1,000
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Lot 007
白釉罐
A white glazed jar, of globular body with a short upright mouth rim, the
bare base burnt brown in the firing, height 12 cm, diameter 11.5 cm
$400-$800

Lot 008
哥釉茶叶罐
A Ge glazed tea jar, of ovoid body with a tapered mouth rim, supported
on a short foot, overall covered in a celadon glaze suffused with a
matrix of dark brown crackles, height 11 cm, diameter 9 cm
$400-$800

Lot 009
青瓷刻花对碗
A pair of celadon conical bowls, of steep rounded sides rising from a
short foot, covered in an even layer of light greenish blue glaze, the
center of the interior incised with a floral roundel, the bare basereveals
the buff body, diameter 17 cm
$500-$800

Lot 010
开片小碗一对
A pair of crackle glazed bowls, of deep rounded sides rising from
circular foot rim, overall applied with beige glaze suffused with russet
crackles, diameter 12.2 cm
$500-$900
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Lot 011
J.E. Caldwell & Co. 西式怀表
A J.E.Caldwell & Co 8 days pocket watch, with a sterling silver travel
case, engraved on the case cover, height 9 cm, length 7.5 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 012
Jacob & Co. 手表
A Jacob & Co. unisex chronograph quasar wrist watch, tonneau shaped
diamond afterset case fitted to a black strap with deployant buckle,
Swiss made, water resistant, watch length 6cm, width 4.5 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 013
卡地亚女士手表
A vintage Must de Cartier ladies watch, vermeil, tank quartz, gold plated
over 925 sterling silver case, with original leather strap, Swiss made,
watch measurement 2.5 cm x 3 cm
$1,000-$1,500

Lot 014
西铁城女士手表
A Citizen quartz wrist watch, with a stainless steel linked band, engraved
with serial number 9041621 on the back of the case, dial diameter 2.5
cm
$500-$800
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Lot 015
爱彼自动手表 序列号 93450
A vintage Audemars Piguet automatic wrist watch, with milanes bracelet
strap, engraved with serial number 93450 on the back of the case, dial
measurements 3 cm x 3 cm
$5,000-$8,000

Lot 016
劳力士怀表
A vintage 7 World's Record Rolex pocket watch with chain, the interior
of the back engraved with Commemorative for the Completion of No.
34 Hakone, in working condition, diameter 4 cm
$3,000-$5,000

Lot 017
Sheaffer 钢笔
A Sheaffer fountain pen, with the Connaisseur nib in solid 18K gold,
accompanied with original case, use guide and five cartridge ink, length
13.5 cm
$300-$500

Lot 018
Mikimoto 圆珠笔
A Mikimoto ballpoint pen with a tiny pearl, with original case, length 13
cm
$300-$500
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Lot 019
Waterman 圆珠笔
A Waterman ballpoint pen, of green tone, with original case and warranty
booklet, length 13.5 cm
$200-$400

Lot 020
万宝龙圆珠笔
The Mont Blanc Meisterstück Classique ballpoint pen in deep black
precious resin with gold-coated details and surmounted by the white
star emblem, inscribed with Mr. Lee, with original case, length 15 cm
$200-$400

Lot 021
万宝龙钢笔两支
Two pieces of Mont Blanc Noblesse fountain pens, the body with vertical
lines, with the white star emblems on both ends, length 14 cm
$500-$800

Lot 022
万宝龙钢笔及墨水套装
A Mont Blanc Meisterstuck diplomat fountain pen and ink set, with black
cap and barrel, gold trim, fine 18K two-tone nib, brass thread piston filler,
accompanied with an unused black ink bottle and black box, pen length
14.5 cm
$500-$800
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Lot 023
元光 仕女 设色绢本 立轴
A fairy figure standing above turberlant waves, ink
and watercolour on silk, with one red seal of the artist,
hanging scroll, height 39.3 cm
$300-$500

Lot 024
斗方 竹林 设色纸本 镜框
A house in the bamboo forest, ink and watercolour on
paper, with one red seal of the artist, with frame, 35 cm
x 36 cm
$300-$500

Lot 025
李桂馥 山水 水墨扇面 镜框
Two paintings of landscape, signed Li Guifu with one
seal of the artist on each painting, ink on fan paper, with
frame, 77 cm x 63 cm (with frame)
$600-$1,000
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Lot 026
雪廬老人 秋山揽胜 设色纸本 立轴

Lot 027
孙公望 山水四条屏 设色绢本 立轴

Lot 028
于右任 书法 水墨纸本 立轴

Mountainous landscape in autumn,
signed with one seal of the artist, ink and
watercolour on paper, hanging scroll, 98
cm x 40 cm

Four paintings of landscape, signed
and with one seal of the artist on each
painting, ink and watercolour on silk,
hanging scroll, 95 cm x 31 cm each

Calligraphy, signed Yu Youren, with one
seal of the artist, ink on paper, hanging
scroll, 79 cm x 24.5 cm

$300-$500

$1,000-$2,000
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$5,000-$7,000

Lot 029
谢无量 书法对联 水墨纸本 立轴

Lot 030
江兆申 书法对联 水墨纸本 立轴

Lot 031
沈葆桢 书法对联 水墨纸本 立轴

Calligraphy couplet, signed Xie Wuliang,
ink on paper, hanging scroll, 133 cm x 31
cm each

Calligraphy couplet, signed Jiang
Zhaoshen with two red seals of the artist,
ink on paper, hanging scroll, 127 cm x
30.5 cm each

Calligraphy couplet, signed Shen
Baozhen with two red seals of the artist,
ink on paper, hanging scroll, 170 cm x
31.5 cm each

$3,000-$4,000

$3,000-$4,000

$3,000-$4,000
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Lot 032
胡臻 山水 设色绢本 镜框
Riverside landscape, signed Hu Zhen with two seals of the artist, ink and
watercolour on silk, with frame, 52.5 cm X 39 cm
$300-$500

Lot 033
秉昌刻 胡臻石章五件
A set of Hu Zhen's five seals, of various colour, two seals are carved,
incised with the signature of artist Bing Chang, height 9 cm (tallest)
$300-$500

Lot 034
秉昌刻 胡臻石章四件
A set of four Hu Zhen's seals, two are surmounted by seated beasts, the
sides are inscribed and signed by artist Bing Chang, the seal faces are
carved, height 6.5 cm (tallest)
$300-$500

Lot 035
秉昌刻 胡臻石章七件
A set of five Hu Zhen's stone seals, of rectangular section, carved seal face,
the side incised with artist signature Bing Chang, height 9 cm (tallest)
$300-$500
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Lot 036
白翡翠手镯
One jadeite bangle, the stone of translucent white colour, inner diameter
54 mm, outer diameter 70.16 mm
$300-$500

Lot 037
翡翠烟嘴
A jadeite cigarette holder, of barrel body with tapered mouth, the stone of
light apple green tone, suffused with splashes of apple green color, length
59.45 mm, diameter 15.81 mm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 038
珊瑚项链
One red coral necklace, comprised of numerous barrel-shaped red coral
beads, bead diameter 0.44 mm, necklace length 55 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 039
香奈儿项链
Chanel costume jewelry long necklace, comprised of numerous bead with
pearl coating, length 157 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 040
琥珀圆珠
A rounded amber bead, of translucent dark yellow tone, pierced at center
for suspension, diameter 30.70 mm
$200-$300

Lot 041
银掐丝小盒
A silver filigree cigarette case with scrolling decoration, length 7.5 cm,
width 4 cm
$200-$300

Lot 042
清 景泰蓝博古纹小杯
A bronze cloisonne cup, Qing dynasty, of rounded sides, decorated with
bogu precious archaic objects, accompanied with a fitted wood stand,
height 5 cm, diameter 7.5 cm
$300-$500

Lot 043
光绪款 绿釉小酒碗一对
A pair of porcelain wine cups, of rounded sides with short foot rim, the
exterior applied with soft green glaze, the recessed base with six-character
Guangxu mark in underglaze blue, height 3.5 cm, diameter 8 cm each
$300-$500

Lot 043A
道光款 青花盖碗一对
A pair of blue and white bowls and covers, the exterior decorated with
carps and lotus sprays, the recessed base of the bowl inscribed with sixcharacter Daoguang reign mark, diameter 8.5 cm, height 7 cm each
$500-$800
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Lot 044
红釉灯笼瓶

Lot 045
红釉细颈瓶

One copper red glazed lantern vase, of ovoid body surmounted
by a waisted neck and raised on a straight footring, the exterior
applied overall with a lustrous red glaze, height 20 cm, diameter
11 cm

A copper red glazed vase, of ovoid body with a slender waisted
neck, all supported on a splayed foot, the exterior covered in a
lustrous deep red glaze thinning at the mouth, height 23.2 cm

$300-$500

$300-$500

Lot 046
粉彩人物瓶

Lot 047
蓝釉方瓶

A famille rose vase, potted with a cylindrical body tapering to
the base with a flaring foot, surmounted by a slender neck,
painted with rectangular panels of figures in a garden landscape,
the base withsix-character Qianlong seal mark, a small chip on
the foot rim, height 19 cm

A blue glazed square vase, of archaic Cong form, the square
section body rising from a circular foot, molded to each corner
with raised horizontal bands, covered overall with a crackle layer
of sky blue glaze, height10.5 cm, width 4 cm

$300-$500

$300-$500
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Lot 048
隆庆款 釉里红螭龙纹瓶

Lot 049
白釉书卷形小瓶

A copper red glazed vase, finely potted with an ovoid body and
a rounded shoulder rising to a tall cylindrical neck encircled with
a stylised sinuous dragon grasping the stem of lingzhi fungus in
the mouth, the recessed base with six-character Da Ming Long
Qing Nian Zhi mark in underglaze blue, height 20 cm

A small white glazed vase, the body potted in the form of a
book scroll surmounted by a waisted mouth, applied overall
with a lustrous layer of creamy white glaze, accompanied with a
fitted wood stand, height 14.5 cm

$2,000-$3,000

$500-$700

Lot 050
矾红釉石榴瓶

Lot 050A
乾隆款 红彩高脚杯

A gilt coral red ground vase, the globular body surmounted
by a trumpet mouth, gilt-decorated around the exterior with
flower scrolls and Shou longevity emblems above a lotus-lappet
band, the base with asix-character Qianlong mark on turquoise
ground, height 9.5 cm

A porcelain stem cup, of rounded side with a splayed foot,
painted with phoenix amidst clouds, the base with fourcharacter Qianlong mark, height 7.9 cm, diameter 7.6 cm

$500-$1,000
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$500-$800

Lot 051
粉彩人物松树瓶
A famille rose vase, of ovoid body surmounted by a short
flaring mouth, painted with a scholar figure underneath an
aged pine tree, reserved on a white-glazed ground, height
16 cm
$300-$500

Lot 052
粉彩花卉纹壁瓶
A famille rose wall hanging vase, modelled as a half
baluster vase, painted in coral red, pink, navy blue and
gilt enamel with flowering sprays, the base with a fourcharacter Ya Wan Zhen Cang square sealmark, height 30
cm
$300-$500

Lot 053
雍正款 青白釉小瓶
A small celadon glazed vase, the compressed body tapered
to the base and sweeping up to an elegant neck with one
raised bow-string band, terminating to a flared mouth rim,
evenly covered overall in a light blue-greenglaze, inscribed
to the recessed base with a four-character Yongzheng
reign mark in zhuanshu seal script, height 10 cm
$2,000-$3,000
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Lot 054
黑地白彩人物双耳瓶

Lot 055
乾隆款 青花绣球花包袱瓶

A black ground vase, of pear-shaped body flanked by a pair
of elephant handles, painted in white enamel with figures
in a garden landscape worshiping to an immoral amidst
swirling clouds on black ground, the base with a fourcharacter Zong Xian Nian Zhi red mark, height 22.5 cm

A blue and white porcelain vase, of ovoid body connecting to a
foliated mouth rim, the neck decorated with a tied sash, overall
painted with flower medallions on crackle-glazed ground, the base
with a Qianlong mark, pierced at the centre and repaired afterwards,
the mouth rim is chipped and repaired as well, height 34 cm

$300-$500

$1,000-$2,000

Lot 056
粉彩粥罐

Lot 057
钧釉罐

A famille rose porridge jar and cover, the shoulder set with
two pairs of loop handles, painted with peony sprays, the
base with a four-character Zhou Yong Sheng Hao red seal
mark, height 16 cm, diameter 15 cm

A Junyao jar, of compressed globular body connecting to a short
upright mouth and a circular foot rim, overall covered in a sky-blue
glaze with subtle splashes of purple tone, suffused with a network
of crackles,the foot rim left unglazed, height 10 cm

$500-$1,000

$1,000-$3,000
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Lot 058
乾隆款 粉彩人物瓶

Lot 059
鸡缸红赏瓶

A famille rose vase, of cylindrical body with a board neck
connecting to an everted mouth rim, painted with a scholar
figure with a boy in a garden landscape, the base with fourcharacter Qianlong mark in iron red, height 21 cm

A langyao red vase, of globular body connecting to a waisted
neck, applied with a crackled glaze of crimson color thinning to
a milky white tone on the mouth, the recessed base covered in a
white glaze suffused withbrown crackles, height 21 cm

$300-$500

$700-$1,200

Lot 060
青花凤尾瓶

Lot 061
开片绿釉小瓶

One blue and white yenyen vase, the baluster form body
supported on a spreading foot, surmounted by a elongated
neck with a trumpet mouth, painted with Treasures of the Study
on plum blossoms background, four-character Kang Xi Nian Zhi
mark on base, height 25 cm, width 9 cm

A small vase, of pear-shaped body with a circular foot rim, the
shoulder set with four handles, applied with an apple green
glaze to the exterior, the interior and base glazed white, suffused
with a network of colorlesscrackle, accompanied with a wood
stand, height 13 cm

$500-$700

$300-$500
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Lot 062
窑变三足炉

Lot 063
龙泉三足炉

A Junyao censer, the compressed globular body supported
on three short cabriole legs, the broad neck culminating
in a wide angled galleried rim, overall covered in sky blue
glaze with streaks of crimson tone, leavingthe tips of feet
unglazed, height 11 cm, diameter 12 cm

A Longquan celadon censer, the compressed globular body
supported on three short cabriole legs, the broad neck terminating
to a galleried rim, applied with an even layer of celadon green glaze,
the unglazed feetburnt slightly russet in the firing, height 8 cm,
diameter 10 cm

$3,000-$5,000

$300-$500

Lot 064
黑地素三彩婴戏梅瓶

Lot 065
龙泉双耳圆瓶

A famille verte meiping bottle vase, potted with rounded
shoulders rising at a gently flaring angle from the base, the
exterior painted with boys wearing dudou, all reserved on a
black-glazed ground, the base ispartially covered with white
glaze, height 17 cm

A longquan celadon glazed vase, of globular body flanked by a
pair of faux ring handles, the shoulder accentuated by four raised
concentric rings, overall applied with a lustrous soft green glaze, the
unglazedfootrim dressed with a brown wash, accompanied with a
fitted wood stand, height 9 cm

$1,000-$2,000

$300-$500
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Lot 066
绿松石摆件

Lot 067
绿玉摆件

One turquoise carved figure, depicting a fairy figure playing
a musical instrument beside a phoenix, accompanied with a
custom made wood stand, height 6 cm without stand

A green jade carving, depicting coiling dragon chasing a pearl
amidst swirling clouds, the stone of mixed white and emerald tone,
accompanied with a fitted wood stand, height 22 cm

$600-$1,000

$500-$800

Lot 068
灵芝石把件

Lot 069
艾叶绿石印章

A stone carved toggle, in form of lingzhi fungus, the stone
of pale yellow tone, height 6.7 cm

A green Shoushan stone seal, of square section, carved in low
relief with figures and landscape, the seal face carved with four
characters, height 10.5 cm

$300-$500

$500-$1,000
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Lot 070
玉璜
An archaic jade Huang, the thin arc-shaped pendant
carved on one side in low relief with stylized scrolling
clouds, the edges with rectangular notches, pierced with
three small holes, the stone of translucent buff tonewith
mottled opaque alternation, length 7.5 cm, width 2 cm
$1,200-$1,500

Lot 071
玉璜
An archaic jade Huang, the elongated pendant curved
downward at the ends with a pair of small holes drilled
from both sides, the stone of mottled ivory and celadon
color, length 14.2 cm, width 5 cm
$800-$1,000

Lot 072
白玉牌
A white jade buckle plaque, of square form, the front
incised with a figure playing a flute, enclosed by a beaded
border, the back pierced with a pair of small holes on each
corners, the stone of greyish white tone with light russet
inclusions, width 5 cm, height 4.5 cm, thickness 0.5 cm
$3,000-$4,000
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Lot 073
清晚期 和田鲶鱼挂件
A Hetian jade pendant, late Qing dynasty, carved with a pair of catfish
grasping the stem of lingzhi fungus, the stone of even pale celadon
color, height 6 cm, width 4 cm
$800-$1,000

Lot 074
青玉盒
A celadon jade box with cover, raised on a shallow foot, the cover
incised with a sinuous chilong dragon, the semi-translucent jade is of
greyish olive-green color with some cloudy russet flecks, accompanied
with a carved wood stand, length 6.7 cm, width 4.2 cm, height 2 cm
$600-$1,000

Lot 075
福狮玉雕
A jade carving of group Fu dogs, depicting five playful guardian lions,
the stone of mixed celadon, mottled grey and russet tone, accompanied
with a fitted wood stand, length 18 cm, height 12.5 cm
$600-$1,000

Lot 076
瑞兽纹四方铜炉
A square bronze censer, supported on four stylised ruyi-shaped cabriole
feet, carved in low relief with mythical beasts above turbulent waves,
height 5.5 cm, length 12.5 cm
$200-$400
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Lot 077
怖畏铜面具

Lot 078
因陀罗铜面具

A bronze mask of Bhairava, Republic period, with flaming hair,
wearing a crown with a small head of Shiva at center, the face
with three wide bulging eyes and a gaping mouth, height 25
cm, width 19 cm

A bronze mask of Indra, the serene face surmounted by an
elaborate helmet-shaped crown, height 18 cm, width 11.5 cm
$300-$500

$500-$800

Lot 079
鎏金立佛铜像

Lot 080
嵌绿松石红珊瑚藏经筒及掐丝狮子一对

A gilt bronze figure, dressed in long loose robe, standing on a
lotus plinth with the hands in namaskara mudra, all supported
on a splayed four-legged stand, height 17.5 cm

A set of Tibetan prayers' scroll tube and lion figures, inlaid with
red coral and turquoise beads, tube height 21 cm, lion height 19
cm

$300-$500

$500-$800
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Lot 081
百达翡丽木座座钟

Lot 082
百达翡丽小座钟

A Patek Philippe mantel clock, set in wood and glass arched
top case set on brass glides, the arched side panels of the glass
arebeveled, the works are visible through the glass panels, the
back of the works with an applied Patek Philippe insignia, the
case has two doors, front and back, with brass hinges and small
brass knobs, the hands are blackand there is also a display for
the day, month and date inset, height 34.5 cm, width 31 cm

A Patek Philippe mantel clock, with a heavy metal case, with
beveled glass panels in the sides and plain glass panels in the
front door and the back, the works of the clock are exposed, the
winding key is included, height 27.5 cm, width 16.5 cm
$3,000-$5,000

$5,000-$8,000

Lot 083
仿任伯年 仕女设色绢本团扇 两幅

Lot 084
汤碌名 蔬果图 设色纸本 立轴

Lady figures, ink and watercolour on circular silk fan, signed
after Ren Bonian with one red seal on each painting, the back
with Oriental Arts & Frames sticker, painting diameter 26.5 cm

Vegetables and insects, ink and watercolour on paper, signed
Tang Luming with one seal of the artist, hanging scroll, 126 cm x
41 cm

$1,000-$2,000

$3,000-$5,000
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Lot 085
边寿民 芦雁图 设色纸本 立轴

Lot 086
祁端 山水 设色绢本 立轴

Wild geese and reed, ink and watercolour on paper, signed
Bian Shoumin with two seals of the artist, hanging scroll, 127
cm x 33 cm

Landscape, ink and watercolour on silk, signed Qi Duan with two
seals of the artist, hanging scroll, 135 cm x 48.5 cm

$5,000-$10,000

祁端，明末清初画家，浙江绍兴人，此件拍品为民国时期浙江省长黄绍竑
旧藏
$5,000-$10,000
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Lot 087
王一亭 达摩像 设色纸本 立轴
Figure of Bodhidharma, ink and watercolour on paper, signed
Wang Yiting with two seals of the artist, hanging scroll, 152 cm
x 49.5 cm
Provenance: collected by Dr. Tan Tzse Chor, lot 408 from Duo
Yun Xuan Spring Auction in 2003
来源出处：新加坡陈之初旧藏并题签，朵云轩 2003 年春拍第 408 号
拍品
$15,000-$20,000

Lot 088
王一亭 耕罢图 设色纸本 镜心
Buffalo and a boy at the riverside, ink and watercolour on paper, signed Wang Yiting with two seals of the artist, 25.5 cm x 100 cm
来源出处：藏家 80 年代初购于文物商店
$15,000-$20,000
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Lot 089
俞秋水 钟馗 设色纸本 镜框

Lot 090
溥儒 花蝶 设色纸本 镜心

Figure of Zhong Kui, titled and signed Yu Qiushui, red ink on
paper, with frame, 72.5 cm x 48 cm

Butterflies attracted by a flower pot, signed Pu Xinyu, with five seals
of the artist, ink and watercolour on paper, 93.5 cm x 46 cm

$1,000-$2,000

$6,000-$10,000

Lot 091
溥华 朱竹 设色纸本 立轴

Lot 092
胡宇基 向日葵 设色纸本 镜框

Red ink bamboo and a craggy rock, signed Pu Hua with one
seal of the artist, ink and watercolour on paper, hanging
scroll, 149 cm x 33 cm

Sunflowers and dragonfly, signed Hu Yuji, dated summer of 1993,
with one seal of the artist, with frame, 93 cm x 37.5 cm

$3,000-$4,000
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$3,500-$5,000

Lot 093
沙馥 花鸟 设色纸本 立轴

Lot 094
陆元鼎 虎 设色纸本 立轴

Magpies perching on tree branches, titled and signed Sha
Fu, with two seals of the artist, ink and watercolour on paper,
hanging scroll, 177 cm x 79 cm

Crouching tiger, signed Lu Yuanding and dated March of jichou
(1889), with seven seals of the artist, ink and watercolour on
paper, hanging scroll, 71 cm x 46.5 cm

$2,000-$3,000

$1,000-$2,000

Lot 095
龚文桢 鹅 设色纸本 镜框

Lot 096
程十发 人物 设色纸本 镜心

Geese by the riverside, signed Gong Wenzhen, dated autumn of
the xinsi year (2001), with two seals of the artist, with frame, 130
cm x 63 cm

A girl reclining with sika deers, signed Cheng Shifa and dated
guichou (1973) spring, with one seal of the artist, ink and
watercolour on paper, 39 cm x 72 cm

$6,000-$10,000

$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 097
吉州窑 黑釉斗笠碗

Lot 098
启元堂款 粉彩花鸟一品锅

A Jizhou conical bowl, of steep sides rising from a short
circular foot ring, overall covered in mirror black glaze
thinning to three amber spots on the mouth rim, leaving the
bare base exposing the buff body, diameter 11.3 cm

A famille rose porcelain box, the cylindrical body supported by four
short feet and flanked by beast-head handles, painted with magpies
perched on blossoming prunus,the unglazed base with a red fourcharacter Qi Yuan Tang Zhi mark, diameter 25 cm, height 8 cm

$1,200-$1,500

$500-$1,000

Lot 099
仿唐 三足仿木纹香炉

Lot 100
广彩双耳瓶

A Tang style faux bois glazed censer, the globular body
supported on three short feet and surmounted by an
everted rim applied on the shoulders with upright handles,
painted overall in brown enamel in imitation of woodgrain,
height 13 cm

A kwon-glazed famille rose vase, of baluster body flanked by a pair
of lion-mask handles, painted with rose medallions containing lush
flowers and birds or figural scenes of courtiers and attendants, the
base with ablue double-ring mark, height 42.5 cm

$2,000-$3,000
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$500-$800

Lot 101
光绪款 粉彩博古纹四方花盆

Lot 102
明代 孔雀蓝三足炉连座

A famille rose porcelain umbrella stand, of square body,
painted on each side with bogu "hunderd antiques"
including precious archaic objects, jardinières and flower,
the recessed base inscribed in iron red with asix-character
Daqing Daoguang Nianzhi seal mark, width 14 cm, height
32.5 cm

A turquoise glazed incense burner with matching wood stand, Ming
dynasty, the four-lobed body raising from three legs decorated with
beast masks, covered overall with a turquoise glaze, a pair of ears
ismissing and leaving the chipped marks on the shoulder, height 11
cm

$1,000-$1,500

$1,000-$2,000

Lot 103
景德镇山水瓶一对

Lot 104
民国 粉彩花鸟渣斗一对

A pair of Qianjiang painted vases, of globular body with
waisted neck, decorated with landscape to the exterior, the
base with Jingdezheng red seal mark, height 28.5 cm each

A pair of famille rose vases Zhadou, Republic period, each with a
bulbous body rising from a low foot to a trumpet mouth, decorated
with peacocks perching on prunus blossoms tree, both with gilt
borders, four-characterred mark on base, height 22 cm, diameter
21.5 cm

$300-$500

$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 105
民国 青花九攒盘
A blue and white sweetmeat set, comprised of nine dishes, comprised
of eight fan-shaped plates and an octagon plate at center, decorated
with Shou longevity roundels and scrolling foliage, the base with a red
"jianding" (Certified Export approval) seal mark, accompanied with a
fitted wood tray and matching cover, diameter 36.5 cm
$800-$1,000

Lot 106
永乐堂款 粉彩碟一对
A pair of famille rose porcelain plates, decorated to the interior with
four shou characters in underglaze blue amidst lotus and morning glory
foliage scrolls, the base inscribed in iron red with four-characterYong Le
Tang Zhi mark, diameter 19 cm
$1,500-$2,500

Lot 107
江西珍品款 粉彩山水小碟四件
Four pieces of famille rose saucers, of shallow rounded sides on short
foot rim, the interior painted with panels of landscape, all reserved on a
ruby-red glazed ground, four-character Jiang Xi Zhen Pin mark onbase,
diameter 10 cm each
$300-$500

Lot 108
仿定窑洗连座盒
A Dingyao imitated washer, of shallow ovoid body supported by four
cabriole feet, overall covered in an even layer of white glaze, suffused
with grey and transparent crackles, the unglazed base inscribed with
an imperial poem by the Qianlong Emperor, accompanied with a fitted
wood stand, height 4.5 cm, length 16 cm
$10,000-$20,000
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Lot 109
同治款 粉彩小水盂连座

Lot 110
甜白釉瓜纹小瓶

A small famille rose porcelain waterpot, of domed body, painted
with plum blossom branches in between a ruyi-head border
and a petal border, the base with four-charater Tongzhi red seal
mark, diameter 5.8 cm

A small white vase with matching wood stand, the baluster body
decorated with lotus petals in low relief, covered overall with a
smooth 'sweet white' (tianbai) glaze, height 13 cm

$300-$500

$900-$1,300

Lot 111
白釉香炉

Lot 112
矾红双耳赏瓶

A white glazed censer, the bombé body rising to a flared rim
flanked by yoke handles, supported on three low conical feet,
overall applied with an even layer of white glaze, leaving the
bottom of feet unglazed, diameter 9 cm

A iron red double ear vase, of square baluster body flanked
by a pair of hoop handles on the neck, incised with pheasant
perching on peony branches on an iron-red glazed ground, the
red glaze is fixed on thelower section of one side, height 29 cm

$900-$1,300

$1,500-$2,000
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Lot 113
乾隆款 粉彩尊

Lot 114
德化白瓷开片观音像

A famille rose vase, of ovoid body with waisted neck and
circular foot rim, decorated with the bajixiang emblems
amidst lotus blooms borne on leafy scrolling stems, all
reserved on a bright ruby-red ground, theinterior and base
covered in turquoise glaze, the base with a central gilt
square for the six-character seal mark in iron-red, along with
a finger print, height 22 cm, diameter 11.5 cm

A Dehua blanc de chine figure, depicting a seated Guanyin holding
a ruyi scepter in hand, applied with white glaze suffused with brown
crackles, the back with a Dehua double-gourd-shaped seal and a
four-character square seal, height 21 cm
$400-$800

$2,000-$3,000

Lot 115
德化白瓷开片弥勒佛像连座

Lot 116
德化白瓷菱形雕人物摆件

A Dehua blanc de chine figure, depicting laughing Buddha
seated in a throne seat, covered in white glaze suffused
with greyish crackles, accompanied with a wood stand, the
Buddha's feet are broken and repaired, height 16.5 cm

A Dehua blanc de chine white glazed figural group, of hexagonal
pavillion form, supported by six cabriole legs, openwork carved
with fu lu shou immortals, the top is broken and the handrail part is
missing, height 18.3 cm, width 28 cm

$300-$600

$500-$1,000
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Lot 117
翡翠戒指带证书

Lot 118
三色翡翠挂件带证书

One green jadeite ring, set with an oval-cut jadeite
cabochon, accompanied with Grade A certificates issued by
Hong Kong Gems Laboratory and Beijing Jewelry Quality
Testing Center, jadeite diameter 11.4 mm,ring size 12.6 mm,
weight 8 grams

One jadeite pendant, carved with mythical beast and bat in low
relief, the stone of mixed white, green and russet tone, accompanied
with certificate issued by GIA gemologist, height 5 cm
$700-$1,000

$4,000-$6,000

Lot 119
叶形翡翠挂件带证书

Lot 120
灵芝翡翠挂件带证书

A jadeite pendant, the 18K white gold frame set with a leafshaped jadeite pendant, of apple green tone, accompanied
with Grade A certificates issued by Hong Kong Gems
Laboratory and Beijing Jewelry QualityTesting Center, weight
10 grams

A jadeite pendant, the 18K white gold frame set with a lingzhishaped jadeite pendant, of translucent spinach green tone,
accompanied with Grade A certificates issued by Hong Kong Gems
Laboratory and Beijing Jewelry QualityTesting Center, weight 9
grams

$1,000-$2,000

$2,000-$3,000
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Lot 121
翡翠手镯带证书

Lot 122
翡翠弥勒佛项链带证书

One rounded jadeite bangle, the stone of apple green
colour, accompanied with Grade A certificates issued by
Hong Kong Gems Laboratory and Beijing Jewelry Quality
Testing Center, inner diameter 56.15 mm,outer diameter 78.6
mm, weight 70.5 grams

A jadeite pendant necklace, set with a Budai jadeite pendant,
of translucent spinach green tone, accompanied with Grade A
certificates issued by Hong Kong Gems Laboratory and Beijing
Jewelry Quality Testing Center,weight 6.5 grams

$10,000-$12,000

$1,000-$2,000

Lot 123
翡翠雕瑞兽圆牌 附 A 货鉴定证书

Lot 124
翡翠雕寿星挂件 附 A 货鉴定证书

The highly translucent icy jadeite plaque suffused with
splashes of apple green colour, carved in low relief with
Qilin mythical beast, accompanied with Grade A certificate
issued by Hong Kong Gem Laboratory, diameter51.31 mm,
thickness 13.31 mm

The white jadeite pendant suffused with a stripe of emerald green
colour highlighting the ruyi staff held by bearded god of Longevity
Shoulao, accompanied with Grade A certificate issued by Hong
Kong GemLaboratory, height 56.26 mm, width 31.18 mm, thickness
12 mm

$2,000-$4,000

$3,000-$6,000
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Lot 125
翡翠雕童子坐鱼挂件 附 A 货鉴定证书
The jadeite pendant of translucent light apple green colour
suffused with deep green streaks, carved as a boy holding
sycee and lotus seedpod atop a carp, accompanied with
Grade A certificate issued by Hong Kong GemLaboratory,
height 51.66 mm, width 36.13 mm, thickness 11.2 mm
$3,000-$5,000

Lot 126
翡翠大如意佩 附 A 货鉴定证书
A jadeite pendant, carved as a ruyi with chilong dragon,
the translucent icy jadeite with streaks of bright green
colour, , accompanied with a certificate issued by Zhong
Gong Gem Testing Centre, height 5 cm,weight 23 grams
$500-$1,500

Lot 127
18K 金镶和田玉太阳帽花 带证书
A Hetian white jade pendant, set in a 18K gold frame
with bail, the round pendant carved in low relief with two
bands of chrysanthemum petals, the back is pierced for
attachment, accompanied with a certificateissued by ZSX
Gems & Jewelry Identification Center, diameter 5.8 cm,
weight 21 grams
$1,000-$1,500
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Lot 128
鸡油黄圆珠项链（100 年）

Lot 129
枣珠老蜜蜡项链（200 年）

One golden butterscotch amber necklace of 100 years old,
comprised of 31 rounded beads, the colour of egg yolk with
a rich luster, weight 61.3 grams, bead diameter 14 mm

One old butterscotch amber necklace of 200 years old, comprised
of 27 oval beads, the colour of rich caramel tones with an attractive
polish, weight 39.2 grams, bead diameter 11 mm

$3,000-$5,000

$2,000-$4,000

Lot 130
鸡油黄蜜蜡圆珠手串 11 颗

Lot 131
鸡油黄蜜蜡手串 13 颗

One butterscotch amber bracelet, comprised of 11 rounded
beads, the colour of egg yolk with a rich luster, weight 43.4
grams, bead diameter 19 mm

One butterscotch amber bracelet, comprised of 13 rounded beads,
the colour of egg yolk with a rich luster, weight 33.6 grams, bead
diameter 15 mm

$2,000-$4,000

$1,000-$3,000
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Lot 132
60 年代轩尼诗 XO
One bottle of Cognac Hennessy XO,1960s, with original
packaging, with Ref. 1E0458-382 on the box, bottle height
22 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 133
80 年代 Camus XO
One sealed bottle of Cognac Camus XO superior, 100cl,
with original packaging, bottle height 26 cm
$600-$1,000

Lot 134
景泰蓝玉桃树
A gemstone peach tree bonsai, the deep jardinière with
an everted foliage rim, decorated with panels enclosing
bogu antique objects, planted' with a gnarled peach tree
bearing pink tourmaline, agate and jadepeaches amongst
spinach green jade leaves, height 79 cm
$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 135
波斯地毯
A large Turco Persian rug, of rectangular section, decorated with a crane
and floral scrolls roundel at center, further decorated with a border of
similar subject, 8.5' x 11.4'
$500-$800

Lot 136
波斯地毯
A large Turco Persian rug, of rectangular section, decorated with plum
blossom and bamboo branches, framed by a black border of plum
blossom sprays, 8' x 10'
$500-$800

Lot 137
波斯地毯
A large Turco Persian rug, of rectangular section, decorated with
European style floral emblem framed by a similar border, reserved on
yellow ground, 9' x 6'
$500-$800

Lot 138
锦织花鸟四屏
Wild geese, mandarin ducks, pheasants and cranes, four brocade
tapestry panels with frames, 40 cm x 111.5 cm each
$600-$800
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Lot 139
剔红手镯一对

Lot 140
剔红山水纹瓶

Two cinnabar lacquer bangles, carved to the exterior with
floral sprays, diameter 7 cm (1/2) 6.4 cm (2/2)

A cinnabar lacquer carved vase, of baluster form, the body carved
in low relief with scholar figures in a mountainous landscape, the
interior and the base covered in black lacquer, height 24.7 cm

$300-$500

$600-$1,000

Lot 141
水仙花竹臂搁

Lot 142
芭蕉诗文竹臂搁

A bamboo armrest, incised with narcissus, length 23.5 cm

A bamboo armrest, carved with banana tree and craggy rocks,
inscribed with a poem, length 21 cm, width 7.8 cm
$200-$400

$200-$400
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Lot 143
书法竹笔筒
A bamboo brushpot, carved with calligraphy script, height 13.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 144
竹根雕弥勒
A bamboo root figure of Budai, carved with a seated Budai on a buffalo
accompanied by a boy at the lower right, height 15.5 cm
$800-$1,000

Lot 145
硬木雕寿星像
A wood carved figure, depicting Shou longevity immortal holding his
staff in his left hand and a gourd in his left hand, accompanied with a
crane and a boy, there is a crack on the base, height 49 cm
$300-$500

Lot 146
出口创汇期珍珠贝雕圣经故事
An export car ved mother-of-pearl shell plaque, Republic period,
exquisitely carved with scenes from the Holy Bible, diameter 17.5 cm
$300-$500
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Lot 147
白珊瑚观音像

Lot 148
电气石雕合和二仙像

A carved white coral figure of Guanyin with matching wood
stand, holding a tray of fruits in her left hand and a holy
water bottle vase in her right hand, wearing elaborate dress
and crown, height 23 cm without the stand

A tourmaline figure group, depicting He-He Er Xian, two immortals
of Harmony and Union, of green and lavender tone with translucent
streaks, height 9.5 cm, width 5 cm

$1,000-$2,000

$600-$800

Lot 149
寿山石五子福雕刻摆件

Lot 150
寿山石雕罗汉把件

A Shoushan stone boulder carving, intricately carved with
five recumbent boys holding peach, string of coins, beaded
necklace on an enormous bag, overall incised with various
auspicious emblems, the stone of mixed black, pale yellow,
orange and copper red tone, length 31 cm, width 18.5 cm,
height 12.5 cm

One Shoushan stone figure, depicting a luohan draped in long
flowing monastic robes, incised with flower-balls, the stone of
pinkish white colour, width 5.5 cm, height 5.5 cm
$1,000-$1,500

$8000-$15,000
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Lot 151
清中期 和田玉雕伏虎罗汉像
One Hetian white jade figure, mid Qing dynasty, carved
with Pindola, the taming tiger lohan with one hand
holding a prayers' bead necklace, the stone of pale
celadon tone with streaks of russet colour, height 9.5cm,
width 10 cm
$10,000-$20,000

Lot 152
木雕大佛像
A large carved polychrome wood figure of Guanyin, seated
in rajalilisana, wearing a dhoti open at the chest to reveal
an elaborate necklace, the right hand is missing and the
left hand is in vitarka mudra, theface with a benevolent
expression beneath the hair piled up into a high chignon,
with traces of pigment, height 91 cm, width 53 cm
$6000-$10,000

Lot 153
民国龙纹铜方壶
A copper teapot, Republic period, of rectangular body with
a curved spout, surmounted by a pair of swing handles
and a circular cap, incised with dragons and decorated
with a cloisonne panel at centre,height 10 cm, width 13.5
cm
$200-$400
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Lot 154
清中期 白玉雕佛手
A white jade carving, mid Qing period, depciting foshou
fingered citron, accompanied with a fitted wood stand,
height 5.9 cm without the stand
$3,000-$5,000

Lot 155
清中期 和田玉籽料雕双鹅
A Hetian white jade carving, mid Qing Dynasty, depicting a
pair of geese grasping the stem of peaches in the mouth,
the stone of white tone with light russet inclusions, height
7.5 cm, width 9 cm Provenance: Bought from Hong Kong
in 1980s
来源出处：80 年代藏家购于香港
$4,000-$8,000

Lot 156
清中期 白玉雕龙腾四海鼻烟壶
A white jade snuff bottle, mid Qing period, carved in
low relief with a chilong dragon above turbulent waves,
reserved on a lobed ground, the stone of white tone with
light russet inclusions, accompanied with a fittedwood
stand, height 6 cm without the stand
$4,000-$6,000
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Lot 157
套色料器鼻烟壶四个
Four pieces of Peking glass overlay snuff bottles, carved in relief with
carps in a basket and other auspicious animals, one overlaid in spinach
green on an opaque white ground, the others overlaid in ruby red
andblack on translucent ground, height 5.8 cm
$600-$1,000

Lot 158
仕女举莲玉佩
A white jade pendant, of oval plaque form, openwork carved with a lady
figure with a basket of lotus, height 7 cm, weight 57 grams
$500-$800

Lot 159
清代 玉童子
A white jade toggle, Qing dynasty, depicting a boy holding the stem of
lotus in hands, height 5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 160
飞龙在天白玉佩
A white jade pendant, openwork carved with a striding dragon above
swirling clouds, height 6.5 cm, weight 29.5 grams
$400-$800
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Lot 161
素三彩“王司徒巧使连环计”瓷板画
A famille verte porcelain plaque, with wood frame and
hook, painted with a scholar figure and a lady figure in a
courtyard, inscribed with a poem describing the scene ,
37.5 cm x 25.3 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 162
民国 粉彩“卸甲封王”插屏
A famille rose porcelain table screen, the rectangular
plaque painted with figural scene, signed and inscribed
with the artist seal, accompanied with fitted wood frame
and stand, plaque height 36 cm, width 23 cm,stand height
32 cm, width 35 cm
$2,000-$3,000

Lot 163
“春明花笑”百宝嵌屏风
One embellished hanging screen, depicting a rose flower
vase, set with carved spinach green jade, coral, agate and
boxwood, 77 cm x 32 cm
$300-$500
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Lot 164
透雕花鸟金木
A gilt wood panel, comprised of eight rectangular wood panels,
openwork carved with flower sprays and birds, overall set in a wood
frame, the back with a framing gallery sticker from Hong Kong, 30 cm x
97 cm
$300-$600

Lot 165
透雕人物金木一对
A pair of gilt wood panels, of rectangular form, intricately carved in high
relief with armed figures on horseback amongst pavilions in the forest,
63.5 cm x 23.7 cm each
$300-$600

Lot 166
清末 酸枝木嵌大理石扶手椅一对
A pair of Chinese marble-inset Suanzhi rosewood armchairs, end of
Qing dynasty, the back set with rectangular marble panels, carved with
archaistic scrolls, length 61 cm, width 44 cm, height 96 cm each
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 167
80 年代 花梨木花几一对
A pair of Huali wood stands,1980s, the apron carved in low relief with
baxijiang auspicious emblems, supported on four elegantly curved
cabriole legs connecting with circular stretcher, height 91 cm,diameter 30
cm
$600-$1,000
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Lot 168
清末 酸枝木小姐椅一对及嵌大理石方桌一套
One pair of Suanzhi rosewood chairs with a marble inset
table, end of Qing dynasty, the back of the chair set with
marble panels and intricately carved around with fruits
and vegetables, the top of the table with arectangular
marble panel suffused with pink crackles, the curved sides
surrounded by carved aprons, each side carved with fruit
and vegetable patterns and set with small marble panels,
chair: height 91 cm, length 37 cm, width 38.5 cm, table
width 51 cm, height 76 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 169
清末 酸枝木躺椅一对带木座
A pair of Suanzhi rosewood reclining armchairs with a
matching table, end of Qing dynasty, the chair with a
curved back splat with a floating panelled seat, the table
with two conjoined rectangular stands withdifferent
heights, the slender legs are connected with shaped
stretchers, chair height 82 cm, length 95 cm, table height
76 cm, length 66 cm
$5,000-$8,000

Lot 170
清末 酸枝木嵌云石月牙桌
A Suanzhi rosewood marble-inlaid demi-lune table, end of
Qing dynasty, the semicircular top with a openwork carved
scrolling apron, connecting with four slender legs joined
by stretchers, height 86 cm, length 83 cm
$1,000-$1,500
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Lot 171
龙泉绿釉瓶

Lot 172
蓝釉香炉

A longquan green glazed vase, of tapered body sweeping up
to a waisted neck with three raised bow-string ribs, applied
overall with a lustrous celadon glaze, the foot rim is burnt to
a reddish-brown color in the firing, height 26.5 cm

A blue glazed censer, of compressed globular body supported on
three short feet, the mouth set with a pair of hoop handles, the
unglazed interior and bottom of the feet revealing the reddishbrown body, accompanied with fitted three-legged wood stand,
height 6 cm, diameter 7 cm

$6,000-$10,000

$300-$500

Lot 173
法华瓷八仙小瓶

Lot 174
道光八仙人物罐

A small Fahua vase, of pear-shaped body flanked by a pair of
ruyi handles, moulded in low relief with medallions of eight
immortals, further decorated with Shou roundels and other
auspicious emblems, height 10.5 cm

A Daoguang famille rose jar, of baluster form with a rounded
shoulder and short straight neck, painted in circular panels of Eight
Immortals, all reserved on a blue-glazed ground decorated with
auspicious emblems,height 18 cm, diameter 17 cm

$500-$800

$1,000-$1,500
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Lot 175
道光款 粉彩花卉纹花盆
A f a m i l l e ro s e j a rd i n i e re , of d e e p ro u n d e d s i d e s
terminating to an everted lobed mouth rim, all raised on a
circular footring, painted with flowering chrysanthemums
and pomegranates borne on leafy branches, thebase
pierced with two drainage holes and inscribed with a sixcharacter Daoguang mark in iron red at center, height 17
cm, diameter 22.5 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 176
清康熙 郎红釉小观音瓶
One copper red porcelain vase, Kangxi period, the ovoid
body surmounted by a short waisted neck and supported
by a circular foot, the exterior applied overall with a
lustrous red glaze thinning at the mouth, height 13.5
cm,width 7 cm
$2,000-$4,000

Lot 177
鉴定章 素三彩人物双耳大瓶
A large famille verte vase, of baluster form flanked by a
pair of gilt handles on the neck, painted with lady and
official figures at the courtyard, inscribed and signed by
Wang Peihui with one red artist seal, thebase with a red
Jianding seal mark, diameter 20 cm, height 57.5 cm
$500-$1,000
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Lot 178
鉴定章 绿彩四方水仙盆

Lot 179
雍正款 粉彩人物双耳尊

A green narcissus bowl, of rectangular body with everted
mouth rim, supported by four corner feet, overall painted
with flower sprays on celadon glazed ground, the unglazed
base with a red Jianding seal, length 25 cm, width 16.5 cm,
height 10 cm

A famille rose vase, of archaistic bronze Hu shape, flanked by a
beast-mask faux ring handles, decorated with four bands of figures
divided by raised circular ribs in black glaze, the base inscribed in
underglaze bluewith six-character Daqing Kangxi Nianzhi mark,
height 38.5 cm, diameter 22 cm

$300-$500

$600-$1,000

Lot 180
青花山水六方小笔筒

Lot 181
粉彩仕女笔筒

A blue and white porcelain brushpot, of hexagonal body,
painted in underglaze blue with riverside and mountainous
landscape, height 13 cm, width 7.5 cm

A Qianjiang brushpot, of cylindrical form, painted with a lady with
a boy in a garden landscape, inscribed and titled by the artist, fourcharacter Tongzhi red seal mark on base, height 11.5 cm, diameter
7.5 cm

$200-$400
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$200-$300

Lot 182
宣和款 白釉刻龙纹斗笠碗
A white conical bowl, delicately potted with widely flared
thin sides rising sharply from a short foot, covered overall
with a creamy white glaze of even color, the interior incised
with dragons amidst clouds, therecessed base incised
with two-character Xuan He mark, the foot ring unglazed
revealing the white body, height 6.5 cm, diameter 19.8 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 183
永乐款 青白釉刻龙纹大碗
A large Qingbai bowl, the thin rounded sides rising from
a short footring, the interior incised with striding dragon
amidst clouds, the center of the interior incised with
four-character Yongle Nian Zhi mark, coveredoverall in a
vitreous pale blue-green glaze, the unglazed mouth and
foot rims burnt russet in the firing, height 10 cm, diameter
21.5 cm
$3,000-$5,000

Lot 184
青白釉条纹碗
A Qingbai bowl, the thinly-potted bowl rising from a short
footring, the interior decorated with five stripes in low
relief, covered overall in a vitreous pale blue glaze leaving
the unglazed mouth rim and revealing the buff body,
height 5.5 cm, diameter 19 cm
$3,000-$5,000
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Lot 185
光绪款 红釉盘
A copper red glazed dish, the shallow rounded sides rising from a short foot to a gently flared rim, applied overall with a liverred glaze draining to white at the rim and stopping at the foot, the base withsix-character Da Qing Guang Xu Nian Zhi mark in
underglaze blue, diameter 18.3 cm
$5,000-$10,000

Lot 186
青花八仙双耳大瓶
A large blue and white vase, of baluster form flanked by two pairs of guardian lions on the neck, painted in
underglaze blue with eight immortals on a celadon-glazed ground, height 60.5 cm, diameter 21 cm
$500-$800
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Lot 187
青花朝珠盒
A blue and white circular chaozhu court necklace box and cover, of ringshaped body, painted with striding dragon amidst floral scrolls, the
unglazed base reveals the dark brown body, diameter 20.5 cm
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 188
青花碗及盘
A set of blue and white cup and plate, painted with a medallion of flower
vases surrounded by alternating panels of landscape and floral vases, the
base inscribed with four-character maker's mark, plate diameter12.5 cm,
cup height 5.5 cm, diameter 8 cm
$300-$500

Lot 189
青花碗及盘
A set of blue and white cup and plate, painted with a medallion of lady
figures reserved on a floral sprays ground, plate diameter 12.5 cm, cup
height 5.5 cm, diameter 8 cm
$300-$500

Lot 190
青花红彩茶叶罐
A blue and white iron red jar with cover, of cylindrical body with fitted
lid, painted to the exterior with iron red bats in flight amongst vaporous
cloud scrolls in underglaze blue, the recessed base inscribed with afourcharacter Fu Yu Tang Zhi mark in underglaze blue, height 15 cm
$300-$500
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Lot 191
乾隆款 酱釉瘦骨罗汉瓷像

Lot 192
龙泉绿釉观音雕瓷

A brown glazed figure of ascetic luohan, seated in
rajalilasana, holding a prayers' bead necklace in the right
hand, the bare chest revealing an emaciated torso, eyes
downcast with a meditative expression, thebase inscribed
with a six-character Qianlong mark, height 13.2 cm

A longquan glazed Guanyin figure, the deity shown seated on a
rockwork throne with long, loose robes open at the chest revealing
a beaded necklace, two small boys attending at her feet, partially
covered in a rich celadon glaze revealing the biscuit of dark brown
color, the reverse has one open circular aperture, height 27.5 cm

$1,000-$2,000

$700-$1,000

Lot 193
三彩济公像

Lot 194
清 粉彩仕女像

A Sancai glazed porcelain figure, depicting Ji Gong mad
monk wearing loose robe revealing his chest, seated with
one leg crossed, holding a fan in his left hand, the unglazed
base inscribed with four-character Cai Yonghe Zao maker's
mark, height 26 cm

A famille rose porcelain figure, Qing dynasty, depicting an elegant
lady wearing long robes and holding a circular fan in the hand,
unglazed base, height 46.5 cm

$300-$600
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$500-$1,000

Lot 195
绿釉三足扁罐

Lot 196
粉彩肥皂盒

A small celadon jar, of compressed globular body supported
by three beast-mask feet and a hexagonal base, the body
decorated with floral emblems in low relief, overall covered
in an olive green glaze, the base revealsthe reddish brown
body, height 8.5 cm, diameter 10.5 cm

A famille rose cricket box and cover, of butterfly form, with gilt
borders, painted with floral sprays on body and cover, the base with
a four-character Jiangxi red seal mark, height 4 cm, length 11.5 cm
$200-$300

$400-$800

Lot 197
粉彩花鸟小罐

Lot 198
粉彩葵形盖碗一对

A famille rose porcelain jar, of ovoid body with fitted wood
cover and stand, painted with magpie, peony, pomegranate
and fingered citron, titled and inscribed by the artist, the
recessed base with a red seal mark,diameter 9.5 cm, height
10 cm

A pair of famille rose bowls with covers, of rounded sides fluted
to mimic the petals of a chrysanthemum, the cover is in similar
form, the body painted with scholar figures with a group of boys at
leisure time, the cover and the base of the bowl with four-character
Tongzhi red square seal mark, diameter 12 cm, height 15 cm

$300-$500

$900-$1,200
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Lot 199
素三彩人物花鸟盘

Lot 200
钧窑 窑变釉三足花盆

A famille verte porcelain plate, of shallow rounded sides with
extended mouth rim, painted to the interior with alternating fanshaped panels of figures and birds perching on tree branches,
all reserved on adiaper-ground, diameter 25.3 cm

A Junyao tripod jardiniere, the globular body finely potted with
deep bracket-lobed sides to an everted foliated rim, raised on
three ruyi-head supports, covered in a lavender glaze thinning
to mushroom tone on rims,suffused with black crackles, the
unglazed footrim burnt a brown colour and pierced with two
drainage holes, height 18 cm, diameter 25.5 cm

$700-$1,000

$6,000-$10,000

Lot 201
红釉盘一对

Lot 202
道光款 粉彩人物花盆一对

A copper teapot, Republic period, of rectangular body with
a curved spout, surmounted by a pair of swing handles and
a circular cap, incised with dragons and decorated with a
cloisonne panel at centre,height 10 cm, width 13.5 cm

A pair of famille rose jardinieres, of octagonal form with flared
sides and everted mouth rim, decorated on all sides alternating
between poetic inscriptions and historical figures, the base
inscribed in iron red withfour-character Daoguang reign mark,
pierced with two apertures for drainage, accompanied with
fitted wood stands, height 19 cm, diameter 23 cm

$1,200-$1,800

$1,500-$2,000
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Lot 203
粉彩小碟共八件

Lot 204
15 世纪中期 东南亚陶器盖罐

Eight miniature blue and white famille rose dishes, painted with
floral srays and dragons to the interior, with red "jian ding"
(Certified Export approval) seal marks, one dish with a sixcharacter Kangxi mark inunderglaze blue, approximate diameter
8 cm

A South East Asian pottery box and cover, mid 15th century,
around 1400 AD, of rounded sides with domed cover, painted in
underglaze blue with rectangular panels of geometrical patterns,
the bare base revealing the reddish brown body, height 13 cm,
diameter 13.5 cm

$300-$500

$1,000-$2,000

Lot 205
龙泉砚屏

Lot 206
寿纹蓝釉盏

A Longquan celadon table screen, of rectangular form, one
side carved with a writhing dragon chasing a pearl, raised on a
stepped base, covered in a fine glazed of soft blue-green tone,
the unglazed base burnt red in the firing, height 18.5 cm, width
13 cm

One blue-glazed bowl, in form of sycee yuanbao, the sides set
with a pair of longevity roundels, the exterior decorated with
a wan-diaper ground with a key-fret border in low relief, the
interior and the base covered in a thin layer of turquoise glaze,
height 3.5 cm, length 14 cm

$1,500-$2,000

$2,000-$3,000
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Lot 207
傅抱石款 观瀑图 设色纸本 立轴

Lot 208
邹一桂 花鸟 设色绢本 立轴

Jingang Po mountainous landscape, signed and inscribed
Fu Baoshi, dated May of Dinghai year (1947), ink and
watercolour on paper, hanging scroll, 95.5 cm x 53.3 cm

Cranes and peonies, signed Zou Yigui, with two seals of the artist,
ink and watercolour on silk, hanging scroll, 107 cm x 40.5 cm

Provenance: Purchased in 1980s from Ho Kung-shang of
Taiwan Art Book Co. LTD
来源出处：藏家 80 年代购于台湾艺术图书公司何恭上之手
$5,000-$10,000
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$3,000-$5,000

Lot 209
黄永玉 东坡诗意图 设色纸本镜心
A perching bird, signed and inscribed Huang Yongyu, with one red seal of the artist, ink and watercolour on paper, 68 cm x 133 cm
本次拍卖会荣幸征集到三幅黄永玉真迹作品，上款人为旅居多伦多的香港著名漫画家、画家、园艺专家麦正先生。
八十年代黄永玉香港山顶之寓所“山之半居”的后山即为麦老开设的“正园”花园，两位艺术家常交艺于“正园”麦正画室，互有多幅作品相赠，
黄永玉在为“麦正画集”作序与许多这个时期作品题款中，极推崇麦正画艺：理性的东西多于感性的东西，有一种结构严谨的魅力。
此三幅作品见证了两位艺术家真挚的友谊。虽构图简练，但不失国画之精髓，来源清晰可靠，确认真跡无疑，望有缘藏家竞藏。
黄永玉，1924 年生，自学美术、文学 , 为一代 " 鬼才 ", 他设计的猴票和酒鬼酒包装家喻户晓。其人博学多识，诗书画俱佳，亦是诗、杂文、散文、小说、
剧本的大家，出版过多种画册，还画过《阿诗玛》、毛主席纪念堂大型山水画《祖国大地》等。在澳大利亚、德国、意大利和中国大陆、香港开过画展，
其美术成就曾获中国美术金彩奖、成就奖，并获得意大利总司令勋章和团结星二级骑士勋章，在海内外享誉甚高。曾任香港报社编辑、电影编剧
及中央美术学院教授、中国美术家协会副主席。现为中国美术家协会顾问、中国国家画院院士、版画院院长。
$50,000-$70,000
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Lot 210
黄永玉 在河之洲 设色纸本镜心
A perching bird, signed and inscribed Huang
Yongyu, with one red seal of the artist, ink and
watercolour on paper, 68 cm x 133 cm
$30,000-$40,000

Lot 211
黄永玉 速写鹭鸶 设色纸本镜心
Four cranes, signed and inscribed Huang Yongyu,
dated mid-autumn of xuchen year (1988), with
one red seal of the artist, ink and watercolour on
paper, 132.5 cm x 67 cm
$50,000-$70,000
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Lot 212
舒浩 花鸟 设色扇面

Lot 213
沙馥 圣象 设色扇面

Flower and bird, ink and watercolour on fan paper, signed Shu
Hao with one red seal of the artist

Holy elephant, ink and watercolour on fan paper, signed Sha Fu
and dated Guangxu jiayu, with one seal of the artist

$1,000-$1,500

$1,000-$1,500

Lot 214
姜渔 菊花 设色扇面

Lot 215
顾沄 山水 设色扇面

Chrysanthemum cluster, ink and watercolour on fan paper,
signed Jiang Yu and dated autumn of Bincheng year, with one
seal of the artist

Landscape, ink and watercolour on gold-flecked fan paper,
signed Gu Yuan and dated 1895, with one seal of the artist

$1,000-$1,500

$1,500-$2,000
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Lot 216
包栋 墨梅 设色扇面
Plum blossoms, ink on gold-flecked fan paper, signed Bao
Dong and dated 1868, with two seals of the artist
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 217
高大林 林若衍 花鸟 设色纸本 两件
A fan painting of birds perching on plum blossom
branches and a circular fan painting of cherry blossom
branches, inscribed by Gao Dalin and Lin Ruoyan, with
four seals of the artist, diameter 24 cm, fan 22 cm x 49 cm
$1,000-$1,500

Lot 218
林墉 秋日 设色纸本 镜心
Chicks grasping maple leaves, ink and watercolour on
paper, signed and titled by Lin Yong with two seals of the
artist, 48 cm x 39.5 cm
$3,000-$5,000
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Lot 219
丁衍庸 竹雀 水墨纸本 镜框
A pair of chicks surrounded by bamboo and orchid, signed
Ding Yanyong, ink on paper, with frame, 38 cm x 80 cm
$3,000-$5,000

Lot 220
丁衍庸 鱼虾蟹 水墨纸本 镜框
Fish, shrimp, frogs and crabs, signed Ding Yanyong with
one artist seal, ink on paper, with gilt frame, 34.5 cm x 68
cm
$2,500-$3,500

Lot 221
丁衍庸 竹雀 水墨纸本镜心
A raven perched on a craggy rock and a mantis rested on
bamboo twig, ink on paper, signed and inscribed by Ding
Yanyong with one red seal of the artist, 78 cm x 53 cm
$3,000-$5,000
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Lot 222
陈秋草 水墨山水 成扇

Lot 223
陆俨少 书法 水墨纸本 镜心

Mountainous landscape, signed Chen Qiucao with one seal of
the artist, ink on fan

Cursive calligraphy, ink on paper, signed Lu Yanshao with two
seals of the artist, 68.5 cm x 38 cm

$500-$1,000

$8,000-$10,000

Lot 224
周云栓 小楷大悲咒 水墨金纸立轴

Lot 225
王羲之黄庭经字帖

Great Compassion Mantra in regular script xiaokai calligraphy,
ink on gilt paper, signed Zhou Yunshuan with two seals of the
artist, hanging scroll, 68 cm x 36 cm

A book of stone rubbing Yellow Court Classic script calligraphy
by Wang Xizhi, published in Republic 29th year

$800-$1,500
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$500-$1,000

Lot 226
徐悲鸿款 孤本崔敬邕志
A Book of The Rubbing Of Cui Jing Yong's Epitaph, signed on
the cover by Xu Beihong and inscribed with one artist seal
$500-$1,000

Lot 227
宝绘录
A set of Bao Hui Lu books, comprised of twelve volumes of
block-printed books, 19.5 cm x 11.5 cm x 10 cm
$500-$800

Lot 227A
中国绘画综合图录 共四本
Four books of Comprehensive Illustrated Catalog of Chinese
Paintings, published by University of Tokyo Press in 1982,
printed in Japan
$500-$800

Lot 228
集英社 爱藏普及版 现代世界美术全集 25 卷
A set of L'Art Moderne Du Monde books, comprised of 25
volumes of reproduced artworks by the most renowned artists,
text in Japanese and picture titles in French, published by
Shueisha in 1978
$500-$1,000

Lot 229
讲谈社 世界音乐全集黑胶唱片 共 19 件
A set of nineteen old vinyl records with books introducing the
great musicians, published 1968 by Kodansha, printed in Japan,
recorded by the Decca Record Co, LTD, London, S.E.I., England
$500-$1,000
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Lot 230
清 端砚 带硬木盒
A car ved Duan inkstone, Qing dynasty, of tapered
rectangular shape with rounded corners, the top carved
with a sinuous dragon amid swirling clouds, accompanied
with a fitted wood case, height 15 cm, width 10.5cm,
thickness 2 cm without the case
$1,000-$1,500

Lot 230A
沉香木摆件连座
A fine agarwood pieces, accompanied with a wood stand,
height 16.2 cm
$3,000-$5,000

Lot 231
清 白玉木盒
A white jade wood box with cover, Qing dynasty, of oval
form, the cover inset with an oval jade plaque incised with
floral sprays, the wooden body decorated with key fret
borders, height 3 cm, width 7.5 cm
$1,000-$1,500
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Lot 232
螭首和田玉匜
A fine Hetian jade pouring vessel, the deep slightly
rounded sides carved with a pouring lip to one end and
a chilong handle to the other, the stone of very pale
celadon-white tone with russet inclusions, height 3.5
cm,length 11.5 cm
$2,000-$3,000

Lot 233
翡翠把件
A jadeite belt hook, carved with mythical beasts, the stone
of mixed green tone, length 9.6 cm, width 2.8 cm
$1,000-$2,000

Lot 234
翡翠貔貅摆件一对
A pair of carved jadeite figures, depicting crouching pixiu
mythical beasts, the stone of white tone with pale celadon
suffusions, height 13 cm each
$1,500-$2,000

Lot 235
观音翡翠把件
A jadeite carving, depicting Guanyin seated on lotus plinth
with a boy by her side, the stone of white tone with russet
inclusion, width 7.5 cm, height 8.5 cm, thickness 1 cm
$600-$1,000
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Lot 236
70-80 年代 剔红百宝嵌屏风
A magnificent inlaid cinnabar lacquer three-fold throne screen, each panel inlaid with semi-precious
stones including lapis lazuli, amethyst, mother-of-pearl, coral, carnelian, jade and agate, depicting
Chinese folklore about Liu Yi delivering a letter, all reserved on a carved cinnabar lacquer diaperground, the back painted with cranes, flowers and birds, bamboo and rocks on black-lacquered
ground, height 200 cm, width 240 cm
剔红百宝嵌立屏为一大二小立屏组成，为红木攒框，顶板和下裙板雕琢吉祥纹饰，屏心镶嵌剔红地嵌百宝图案。
地纹根据图案的要求剔成相应的背景，于其上分别以玉石、翡翠、玛瑙、车渠、青金石、象牙、水晶、螺钿、松石、
寿山等等百宝嵌饰图案，图案以古代神话爱情故事“柳毅传书”为主题，生动镶嵌出柳毅、龙王、公主、仆女、
天王、瑞曽、水族、假山、等等再配上诗文承托出一幅轻松自然而又生气十足的画面。
漆雕艺术自唐代以来，因程序复杂、耗工繁巨、技艺亦高难多为皇家达贵拥有传世，且多为小件文玩居多，像本
拍品如此巨大亦不多见，建国后多为国礼赠送贵宾。是不可多见的工艺精品！
$20,000-$25,000
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Lot 237
青金石雕八仙像连座

Lot 238
绿宝石花插

A set of carved lapis lazuli figures, depicting eight immortals
holding their power tools, all with fitted wood stand, total
height 31 cm, width 70 cm including stand

A green gemstone vase, the body in the shape of coiled lotus
leaf, carved in high relief with crane, lotus and turberlent waves,
the stone of emerald green tone with russet suffusion, height 16
cm, width 8.5 cm without the stand

$3,000-$5,000

$4,000-$6,000

Lot 239
翡翠人物摆件

Lot 240
翡翠鼻烟壶

A jadeite boulder carving, carved in high relief depicting a
seated scholar figure within a mountainous retreat amongst
aged pine trees, the stone of pale color with apple-green and
russet-brown inclusions,accompanied with a fitted wood stand,
height 23.5 cm, width 23 cm

A jadeite snuff bottle with matching cap, carved on the sides in
high relief with sunflower scrolls, openwork carved on the cap
with similar subject, the stone of white tone with apple green
suffusion, height 8 cm

$8,000-$12,000

$600-$1,000
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Lot 241
玉雕秋山炉顶
A white jade censer finial, Liao Dynasty, well
carved in openwork with a group of rams in
various poses amidst leaves, the oval base drilled
for attachment, height 4.5 cm
$800-$1,000

Lot 242
道光年制款 和田碧玉饕餮纹三足盖炉
A spinach green jade censer with cover, the
globular car ved in low relief with two large
archaistic taotie masks divided by ingot-shaped
flanges, flanked by a pair of upswept handles
with rounded beads, allsupported by three
cylindrical feet with beast masks, the domed cover
surmounted by an openwork carved dragon
knob, the shoulder incised with four-character
Dao Guang Nian Zhi mark, several cracks on the
cover, height 14.5 cm, width 11.5 cm
清代双耳盖炉，下有兽面三柱足，炉盖饰兽面纹，盖
钮作透雕盘龙形，于腹部装饰浮雕饕餮纹，颈部刻有
四字“道光年制”款，此件拍品造型庄重典雅，纹饰
古雅，刀工精湛，充分展现了清代玉雕艺术的最高水准，
高 14.5 厘米，宽 11.5 厘米（部分有修补）
$10,000-$20,000
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Lot 243
鎏金童子铜像
A gilt bronze figure, depicting a boy with chignon standing
barefoot dressed in a long robe, the hands in namaskara
mudra, incised with lotus on the back, height 18 cm
$3,000-$4,000

Lot 244
银盖盒三个
Three silver covered box, comprised of an ovoid box and
two hexagon boxes, decorated in low relief with Buddha
figures and leafy scrolls, hexagon box height 7.5 cm, oval
box height 2.6 cm
$500-$800

Lot 245
银鎏金鼻烟壶
A gilt silver snuff bottle, inlaid with a mother-of-pearl
panel at the center, decorated with filigrees on the body,
the base stamped with SILVER mark, height 7.2 cm
$500-$1,000
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Lot 246
暗刻青釉盘
A green glazed plate, of shallow rounded sides, the interior
incised with a phoenix roundel framed by floral sprays
and a key-fret border, covered overall with a light celadon
glaze leaving the mouth rimunglazed, diameter 16 cm
$500-$800

Lot 247
开片青瓷斗笠碗
A celadon conical bowl, of steep sides with a slightly flared
mouth rim, all supported on a short foot, the interior
incised with fish and wave pattern, overall covered in
celadon glaze suffused with a matrix of russetcrackles, the
mouth rim with two small chips, diameter 17.8 cm
$300-$500

Lot 248
青釉花口碟
A celadon barbed-rim dish, with lobed rounded sides
rising from a short tapered foot to a broad everted barbed
rim, finely carved on the interior with peony blossoms, the
wide rim further incised with a double layer oflotus petals,
the base left in the biscuit and burnt buff during firing,
diameter 14 cm
$300-$500

Lot 249
龙泉花口大盘
A longquan plate, of shallow sides with barbed rim, the
interior freely carved with scrolls, covered overall in a soft
green glaze, the recessed base unglazed, diameter 24 cm
$600-$1,000
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Lot 250
汪友棠款 浅绛彩帽筒一对

Lot 251
浅绛彩美人盖罐

A pair of Qianjiang painted porcelain hatstands, of cylindrical
form, decorated with houses amongst mountains, singed Wang
Youtang and inscribed with one red artist seal on each hatstand,
the base withfour-character red Tongzhi Nian Zhi mark, height
27.5 cm, diameter 11.5 cm each

A Qianjiang painted jar with cover, of deep rounded sides rising
from a short circular foot rim, decorated with lady figures in
a garden landscape, titled and inscribed by Luo Qichang, the
recessed base withsix-character Zhe Jia Chun Yuan Chu Pin
mark, height 18.5 cm, diameter 14.5 cm

$600-$1,000

$400-$800

Lot 252
青花喜字罐

Lot 253
同治款 粉彩开光帽筒一对

A blue and white jar, of globular body, painted with double
happiness emblems amongst leafy scrolls, height 8 cm, diameter
7.5 cm

A pair of famille rose hatstands, of cylindrical form pierced
with ruyi-shaped holes, painted with bogu "hunderd antiques"
including precious archaic objects, jardinieres and flower, the
base inscribedwith six-character Tongzhi seal mark, height 28
cm, diamieter 12.7 cm each

$200-$300

$2,000-$2,500
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Lot 254
粉彩系带葫芦瓶
A famille rose double gourd vase, the
larger globular lower bulb sweeping up
to a smaller upper bulb rising to a flared
mouth, the middle moulded with a
beribboned lime-yellow sash tied at the
center with a Shou longevity roundel,
painted overall with birds perching on
pomegranate tree, height 40 cm
$5,000-$10,000

Lot 255
德化白瓷螭龙竹形笔筒
A Dehua blanc de chine porcelain
brushpot, the body in the form of
bamboo, set on the mouth rim with a
stylized four-clawed writhing chilong
dragon, moulded on the lower body
with bamboo leaves, overall covered
inan even layer of white glaze, diameter
12.5 cm, height 16 cm
$6,000-$10,000
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Lot 256
青花画款绣球花盘一对
A pair of blue and white porcelain plates, painted to the interior with flower
balls, the base inscribed with underglaze blue marks, diameter 17 cm
$300-$500

Lot 257
同治款 粉彩小碟
A famille rose porcelain saucer, painted to the interior with a butterfly on
pumpkin vines, the exterior decorated with three bats in iron red, the recessed
base inscribed with a four-character Tongzhi mark, diameter16 cm
$200-$400

Lot 258
青瓷中碗
A celadon bowl, of rounded sides rising from a short foot, incised around the
exterior with flower petals, overall covered in greyish green glaze, the unglazed
base reveals the buff body, diameter 16 cm
$500-$800

Lot 259
绿釉箱形摆件
A porcelain box, mounded in the form of a rectangular box with hinged hasp,
covered in green and brown glaze, the bare base pierced with a rectangular
hole and reveals the buff body, height 11 cm, width 9 cm, length 14.5cm
$300-$600
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Lot 260
青瓷花口小碗
A celadon porcelain bowl, of rounded sides rising from a
short foot terminating to a hexalobed mouth rim, overall
covered in bluish green glaze suffused with transparent
crackles, the unglazed base reveals the buffbody, diameter
11.8 cm
$300-$600

Lot 261
双耳刻划小罐
A small porcelain jar, of globular body flanked by a pair of
circular handles, covered in olive green glaze suffused with
transparent crackles, , diameter 6.5 cm, height 5.5 cm
$500-$800

Lot 262
白釉四耳盖罐
A white glazed jar and cover, of ovoid body with a
cylindrical neck , supported on a short splayed foot,
surmounted by a flatten cover, the shoulder set with
four loop handles, covered in white glaze suffused
withtransparent crackles, the base is unglazed, height 13
cm
$1,000-$1,500

Lot 263
青瓷刻花瓶
A celadon vase, of baluster body surmounted by a waisted
neck and an upright mouth rim, the ovoid body crisply
molded with three bands of floral sprays and leafy scrolls,
all above two bands of upright leaves on thelower body
and the domed foot rim, the unglazed base reveals the
buff body, height 16.5 cm, diameter 6.5 cm
$500-$800
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Lot 264
双兽耳立瓶一对
A pair of celadon vases, of baluster body raised on splayed
foot, the waisted neck decorated with a raised rib, set on the
shoulders with beast-mask faux ring handles, the body painted
with numerous circular bands in celadon glaze, height 24.5 cm,
diameter 12 cm
$800-$1,200

Lot 265
青瓷蒜头瓶一对
A pair of celadon garlic-mouth vases, the compressed globular
body surmounted by a tall waisted neck terminating to a garlicform mouth, all supported on splayed foot, covered overall in
greyish green glaze, the barebase reveals the buff body, height 21
cm, diameter 11.5 cm
$600-$1,000

Lot 266
开片青釉五足香炉
One crackle-glazed five-legged censer, of cylindrical form, the
steep sides with ribbed borders rising to a wide outcurved rim,
supported on five lion-mask cabriole legs terminating in paw feet,
covered overall with a gray-green glaze, height 12 cm, diameter
22 cm
$10,000-$20,000

Lot 267
青花盘
A blue and white porcelain plate, the lobed sides connecting to
a circular and four curved dividers, painted with lotus scrolls to
the interior, the exterior decorated with bats on crackled glaze,
diameter 13.7 cm
$500-$800
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Lot 268
民国 青玉蟾蜍
A jade carving, depicting a seated toad grasping the stem
of peach in the mouth, the stone of greyish celadon and
russet tone with milky white mottles, height 3.8 cm
$700-$1,000

Lot 269
民国 白玉牌
A jade plaque, of rectangular section, one side carved
with a seated Buddha, the stone of white tone with russet
streaks, 5.8 cm x 5 cm
$700-$1,000

Lot 270
清末 古玉鱼形挂件
An archaic jade pendant, end of Qing dynasty, in form
of a fish, the stone of greyish celadon tone with russet
inclusions, pierced for suspension, length 6.4 cm
$500-$800

Lot 271
白玉瓜形挂件
A white jade pendant, in form of eggplant, of white tone
with russet inclusions, height 6.5 cm
$500-$800
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
STUNNING ARTS GALLERY AND AUCTION INC AS AGENT
The lots listed in this catalog will be offered by Stunning Arts Gallery
and Auction Inc as owner or as agent for consignor(s) subject to the
following terms and conditions. By bidding at auction you agree to
be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
BEFORE THE AUCTION
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to personally examine
any property in which they are interested before the auction takes
place. All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and neither
Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc nor its consignor(s) makes
any warranties or representations, express or implied with respect to
such lots. No statement, whether written or oral, and whether made
in catalog, or in supplements to the catalog, an advertisement, a
bill of sale, a saleroom posting or announcement, the remarks of an
auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be deemed to create any warranty,
representation or assumption of liability. It is the responsibility of
prospective purchasers to inspect or have inspected each lot upon
which they wish to bid, relying upon their own advisers, and to bid
accordingly.
BIDDING IN THE SALE
Refusal of Admission Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc has the
right, at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises
or participation in any auction and to reject any bid.
Registration before Bidding
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a registration form
and provide identification before bidding. We require bank or other
financial references.
Bidding as Principal
To bid in person, the bidder will need to register for and collect a
numbered paddle before the auction begins. Proof of identity will be
required. Should you be the successful buyer of a lot, please ensure
that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it is your
number that is called out. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name
and address in which the paddle has been registered and cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. When making a bid,
a bidder is accepting personal liability to pay the purchase price,
including the buyer ’s premium, all applicable taxes and all other
applicable charges
Absentee Bids
If the bidder cannot attend the auction, we will be happy to execute
written bids on your behalf. Absentee bids in writing must be
submitted to Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc at least 24 hours
prior to the sale by letter or fax. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest received will take precedence.
Reserves
Each lot may be subject to an unpublished reserve which may be
changed at any time by agreement between the auctioneer and the
consignor.
Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his or her absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding in such a
manner as he or she may decide, to withdraw any lot, and in the
case of error or dispute, and whether during or after the sale, to
determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel
the sale or to re-offer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.

Ar ts Galler y and Auction Inc a buyer ’s premium and the
applicable sales tax added to the final total. Each lot sold is
subject to a premium of 20% of the successful bid price of each
lot up to and including $50,000 and 18% on any amount in
excess of $50,000 as part of the purchase price. Online bidding
is subject to a 23% buyers premium.
Deposit
The contact information provided by the purchase must be
accurate and true. The auctioneer reserves the right to request
a deposit to be provided before bidding and will be used
against any and all purchases made at the auction.
Taxes
Unless exempted by law, the buyer is required to pay HST
on the total purchase price including buyer ’s premium. For
international buyers, taxes are not applicable when purchases
are shipped out of countr y. Items shipped out of Ontario,
the buyer is required to pay taxes as per the tax status of that
province, whether is HST or GST.
Payment
Immediately after the purchase of a lot, the buyer shall pay
or undertake to the satisfaction of the auctioneer with respect
to payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price
requested by the auctioneer, failing which the auctioneer in his
sole discretion may cancel the sale, with or without re-offering
the item for sale.
The buyer shall pay for all lots within 7 business days from the
date of the sale, after which a late charge of 2% per month on
the total invoice may be incurred or the auctioneer, in his sole
discretion, may cancel the sale. The buyer shall not become the
owner of the lot until paid for in full. Items must be removed
within 10 days from the date of sale, after which storage charges
may be incurred.
Each lot purchased, unless the sale is cancelled as above,
shall be held by the auctioneer at his premises or at a public
warehouse at the sole risk of the buyer until fully paid for and
take away.
Payment for purchases must be by cash, INTERAC direct debit
(Canadian clients in person only), certified cheque (U.S. and
Overseas not applicable), bank draft, electronic transfer (fee
applies), and VISA or MASTER or AMERICAN EXPRESS card.
Should the item not be paid for within the time limit stated, the
auctioneer, without limitation of the rights of the consignor and
the auctioneer against the buyer, may resell any of the articles
affected.
SHIPPING
Shipping is provided at the buyers' expense. Stunning Arts
Gallery will provide a list of shippers. The purchased items will
be released with the buyers' written consent and until payment
has been made in full. Shipping, packing and handling is at the
entire risk of the buyer. SAG will have no liability of any loss or
damage to such items.

Successful Bid
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer will be
the purchaser. In the case of a tie bid, the winning bidder will
determined by the auctioneer at his or her sole discretion In
the event of a dispute between bidders, the auctioneer has final
discretion to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer the lot in
dispute.
AFTER THE SALE
Buyer’s Premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to pay Stunning
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